• The NASHS & ASESC P&C Centennial Markets occur on the 3rd Saturday of every month in the Centennial Hall (showgrounds) on Lockyer Avenue – even over the summer school holidays! We know that many people take holidays at this time but that there are also people who prefer to stay at home to enjoy the milder Albany summer. If you are one of these people please consider volunteering for one of our summer Centennial Markets (20th December and 17th January). We have 2 main tasks – manning the gate (this is where you have permission to just stand still, enjoy the weather and smile/chat with people who come past you) or helping with the food stall (all the preparation is done by our Food Stall coordinator – you just sell the food and drink and help with cleaning up). Helping out with the Markets is also a great way to meet new parents (and sometimes teachers!) of NASHS and ASESC. If you are interested and able to volunteer please ring our Volunteer Coordinator (Barbara) on 0426897119.

• Do you have items to sell? Do you want to do it in a place that is undercover, with good light and close to amenities? If this is you then ring Whitney on 9845 1215 and book a stall at the NASHS & ASESC P&C Centennial Markets, Lockyer Avenue. Stalls are only $15 and, if you are fundraising for a not for profit organisation or community group, then stall fee is by donation. There are also outside stalls available if this suits you better.